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Abstract

We propose a framework to train supervised learning models on synthetic data to estimate brain
microstructure parameters using diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI). Although further
validation is necessary, the proposed framework aims to seamlessly incorporate realistic simulations
into dMRI microstructure estimation.

Synthetic data were generated from over 1,000 neuron meshes converted from digital neuronal
reconstructions and linked to their neuroanatomical parameters (such as soma volume and neurite
length) using an optimized diffusion MRI simulator that produces intracellular dMRI signals from
the solution of the Bloch-Torrey partial differential equation. By combining random subsets of
simulated neuron signals with a free diffusion compartment signal, we constructed a synthetic
dataset containing dMRI signals and 40 tissue microstructure parameters of 1.45 million artificial
brain voxels.

To implement supervised learning models we chose multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) and trained
them ona subset of the synthetic dataset to estimate some microstructure parameters, namely,
the volume fractions of soma, neurites, and the free diffusion compartment, as well as the area
fractions of soma and neurites. The trained MLPs perform satisfactorily on the synthetic test sets
and give promising in-vivo parameter maps on the MGH Connectome Diffusion Microstructure
Dataset (CDMD). Most importantly, the estimated volume fractions showed low dependence on
the diffusion time, the diffusion time independence of the estimated parameters being a desired
property of quantitative microstructure imaging.

The synthetic dataset we generated will be valuable for the validation of models that map be-
tween the dMRI signals and microstructure parameters. The surface meshes and microstructures
parameters of the aforementioned neurons have been made publically available.

Keywords: Bloch-Torrey equation, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging, dMRI, finite elements,
matrix formalism, machine learning, supervised learning, neuron modeling.
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1. Introduction

MRI scanners can encode the diffusion of water protons into dMRI signals by applying a time-
varying magnetic field gradient to brain voxels at the resolution of around 1 mm3 [1–3]. Because
the movement of water protons is restricted by, for example, cell membranes [4], brain voxels
with varying microstructures generate different signals [5, 6]. Due to the sensitivity of dMRI to
structures below the spatial resolution, non-invasive estimation of brain microstructure parameters,
such as axon radii [7–9] and neurite density [10, 11], is an increasingly important area of research
in the community. However, in-vivo estimation is challenging due to the complex microstructure
composition [12–14] and the intricate signal generation mechanism of dMRI [15–18].

Brain microstructure imaging often relies on “inverting” a forward model explaining the dMRI
signal generation. Therefore, the accuracy of the forward model is of essential importance. The
predominant forward models, i.e., biophysical models, typically subdivide a brain voxel into com-
partments described by simplified geometries such as cylinders with zero radii (sticks) [11, 19] and
spheres (balls) [20]. Together with some additional assumptions, especially the Gaussian phase as-
sumption (GPA), a biophysical model allows deriving an analytical signal expression as a function
of the model parameters related to several microstructure parameters [21].

One often fits the signal expression to experimental data to estimate the model parameters. How-
ever, the indeterminacy inherent in some biophysical models makes the parameter estimation un-
stable [22]. Moreover, an accurate fit does not necessarily justify the underlying biophysical model,
and the estimated model parameters might be biophysically meaningless [23, 24]. Subtle effects like
neurite undulation are excluded from biophysical models because of mathematical complications
[11, 20, 25]. In addition to the error brought by the simplified geometric models, the validity of
some assumptions, such as the GPA, remains unknown [23, 26]. Besides, the validity regimes of
several signal expressions depend on microstructure length scales [27]. A voxel may exhibit multi-
ple length scales (e.g., various soma radii) so that different validity regimes may co-exist or emerge
progressively [24], making comprehensive model validation difficult.

To address the above shortcomings and achieve a more accurate forward model, we aim to replace
the simplified geometries with realistic neuron meshes and the analytical intracellular signal expres-
sions with diffusion MRI simulations. Indeed, the numerical dMRI simulation methods, including
both algorithms based on solving the Bloch-Torrey partial differential equation (BT equation)
[28–34] and Monte-Carlo methods [35–42], are the “ground-truth” forward model for dMRI sig-
nal generation[43]. With realistic neuron meshes, numerical simulation can seamlessly incorporate
effects arising from, for instance, neurite undulation or water exchange between soma and neurites.

Although various simulation methods have been proposed for a long time, their use is still confined
to selectively verifying the validity of some biophysical models [26, 44, 45]. Three main factors limit
the widespread use of dMRI simulation. First, dMRI simulators were not efficient enough to perform
large number of computations on realistic neuron meshes [46]. Second, automatically building a
variety of numerical phantoms is challenging. Few open-source modeling software is available to
the community [46–49]. Third, dMRI simulators mostly behave like black boxes due to the lack
of insight into the dMRI signal generation mechanism, i.e., the Bloch-Torrey equation [16–18].
The relationships between the numerical phantoms and the simulated dMRI signals are implicit,
non-parametric, and possibly high-dimensional [46], making “inverting” the ground-truth forward
model challenging. Therefore, the biophysical models with explicit signal expressions, which give
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plausible results at the compromise of accuracy, dominate the research about brain microstructure
estimation using diffusion MRI.

In contrast, we proposed a new framework that uses an ultra-fast dMRI simulator and an automatic
neuron mesh generator to create a large synthetic dataset to feed into machine learning (ML)
algorithms to overcome the above limitations and directly leverage dMRI simulation as the forward
model.

For the dMRI simulations, we adopt the numerical matrix formalism (NMF) method [50–53] based
on a finite-element (FE) discretization and implemented in the SpinDoctor Toolbox [34, 46]. In-
tegrating matrix formalism with a finite element method (FEM) brings significant advantages in
terms of computational efficiency. We optimized the NMF method by speeding up the eigende-
composition algorithm and leveraging GPU computations. A ten-fold speedup is achieved, making
large-scale dMRI simulation practical.

To create realistic neurons, we implemented a neuron mesh generator that constructs computational
meshes based on digital neuronal reconstructions archived in NeuroMorpho.Org [54]. By harnessing
three well-established methods in computer graphics [55–60], the generator is automatic and robust
and produces high-quality neuron meshes while keeping the meshes reasonably sized. We obtained
1213 realistic neuron meshes and randomly combine them with a free diffusion compartment to
mimic an artificial brain voxel. In addition, the neuron meshes allow us to simulate intracellular
signals and measure neuroanatomical parameters on them. A variety of microstructure parame-
ters computed from the neuroanatomical measurements could characterize artificial brain voxels.
However, the mappings from dMRI signals to microstructure parameters are implicit and possibly
high-dimensional.

Finally, to “invert” the ground-truth forward model, we leverage machine learning techniques. The
adoption of ML algorithms in dMRI dates back to the last century [61] and has seen a recent resur-
gence [62–66]. Artificial neural networks are believed to be superior for function approximation
[67–69], especially in high dimensions [70, 71]. In this paper we leverage multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs) to approximate the underlying mappings. Specifically, we build a synthetic dataset con-
taining both the dMRI signals and more than 40 microstructure parameters of over 1.45 million
artificial brain voxels. MLPs are trained on a subset of the synthetic dataset in a supervised way.
We demonstrate eight exemplary MLPs for volume and area fraction estimation on synthetic test
datasets and the MGH Connectome Diffusion Microstructure Dataset (CDMD)[72]. Finally, the
MLPs are compared with the state-of-the-art impermeable biophysical model, SANDI [20].

2. Theory

Suppose one would like to simulate the diffusion MRI signal due to spin-bearing particles inside
a medium. A domain Ω = ∪N

i=1Ωi describes the medium that comprises N non-overlapping com-
partments. Ωi denotes the i -th compartment which is a connected subset of Rn (n is 2 or 3), and
∂Ωi its boundary. In this paper, we will neglect the exchange between compartments. A domain
Ω represents a 3-dimensional artificial brain voxel of N − 1 intracellular compartments and a free
diffusion compartment.
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2.1. Bloch-Torrey partial differential equation

In diffusion MRI, a time-varying magnetic field gradient is applied to encode the diffusive motion
of water protons. Denoting the effective diffusion-encoding magnetic field gradient by G(t), the
complex transverse water proton magnetization in the rotating frame satisfies the Bloch-Torrey
partial differential equation (BT equation) [43]:

∂

∂t
Mi(x, t) =

(
Di∇ · ∇ − ȷγx ·G(t)− 1

Ti

)
Mi(x, t), x ∈ Ωi, t ∈ [0, TE], (1)

where Di and Ti are respectively the self-diffusion coefficient and transverse relaxation time of water
protons in the compartment Ωi (i ∈ {1, ..., N}), γ = 0.26752 rad/(µs · mT ) is the gyromagnetic
ratio of the water proton [73], TE is the echo time, and ȷ is the imaginary unit. Magnetization, the
density of proton transverse magnetic moment, is a function of position x and time t. Mi denotes
the magnetization in Ωi.

Some commonly used magnetic field gradient sequences (diffusion-encoding sequences) include the
pulsed-gradient spin echo (PGSE) sequences [2], the double pulsed-gradient spin echo (double-
PGSE) sequences [74, 75], and the oscillating gradient spin echo (OGSE) sequences [76, 77]. This
study utilizes the PGSE sequence whose magnetic field gradient is the product of a constant gradient
g ∈ R3 and a time profile f : R → [−1, 1]. The parameters of the PGSE sequence are the pulse
duration δ, the inter-pulse duration ∆, the gradient intensity g = ∥g∥, and the direction of the
magnetic field gradient ug = g/g.

The initial magnetization is assumed to be equilibrial in the brain voxel:

Mi(x, 0) = ρ, x ∈ Ωi, i ∈ {1, ..., N}, (2)

where ρ is the initial magnetization.

The outer boundaries are subject to impermeable boundary conditions:

Di∇Mi(x, t) · ni(x) = 0, x ∈ Γi, i ∈ {1, ..., N}, (3)

where ni is the unit outward pointing normal vector of ∂Ωi.

Equations (1) to (3) govern the time evolution of magnetization in all compartments. Once we
solved the BT equation, the dMRI signal S from the voxel Ω measured at TE is the spatial integral
of the magnetization:

S(g,ug, δ,∆) =

N∑
i=1

∫
x∈Ωi

Mi(x, TE)dx. (4)

In practice, the dMRI signal is normalized by the signal in the absence of gradient to get the signal
attenuation

E(g,ug, δ,∆) =
S(g,ug, δ,∆)

S(g = 0)
. (5)

We denote S(g = 0) by S0. The normalization mainly leaves the attenuation due to diffusion and
eliminates the effects of transverse relaxation [6, p. 6].

One usually interprets the signal attenuation E against two quantities: diffusion time td and b-
value (or simply b). Even though diffusion time is an important parameter, it doesn’t have a unique
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definition. Various diffusion time definitions exist in literature for PGSE sequence, such as ∆− δ/3
[78], ∆ [6, 79], and ∆ + δ [80]. These definitions converge to ∆ in the limit of δ

∆ → 0, but it is
still not clear if there is a well-defined diffusion time for long gradient pulses (i.e., δ ∼ ∆) [15]. We
adopt the widely used definition td = ∆−δ/3 and only take it as a rough estimation of the diffusion
time.

For PGSE sequence, the b-value is defined as b = γ2g2δ2(∆ − δ/3). In free diffusion or the case
when the GPA is applicable, the signal attenuation is or can be approximated by e−De·b where De

is an effective diffusion coefficient or apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).

Assumed that the transverse relaxation time is independent of the spatial position, denoted by T .
Finally, the signal attenuation of a voxel is

E(g,ug, δ,∆) =

∑∫
Ωi
ρe−

TE
T φi(x, TE)dx∑
ρe−

TE
T Vi

=

∑
ViEi∑
Vi

=
∑

fiEi, (6)

where fi = Vi/
∑
Vj is the volume fraction of Ωiand φi(x, t) is the unrelaxed magnetization subject

to unit initial conditions.

Given the two assumptions, eq. (6) reveals that the voxel signal attenuation is the volume fraction
weighted sum of the compartment signal attenuations. Since compartments are decoupled, we can
now focus on solving eqs. (1) to (3) for a single compartment. We numerically solve the Bloch-
Torrey equation system by using the matrix formalism representation in a finite element (FE) basis.
For details, we refer the reader to Appendix Section 7.1.

3. Method

This section describes the proposed supervised learning framework for estimating brain microstruc-
ture using diffusion MRI. Specifically, we aim to approximate the underlying mappings (if they
exist) from the dMRI signals to some target brain microstructure parameters, such as soma and
neurite volume fractions, using machine learning models such as multilayer perceptrons (MLPs)
[81, 82].

3.1. The Neuron Data Set

A large amount of high-quality data is crucial for the performance of supervised learning models.
Since real-world ground-truth brain microstructure measurements with the corresponding dMRI
signals are scarce, we aim to construct a synthetic dataset generated by diffusion MRI simulations
on realistic neuron meshes.

First, we built a neuron mesh database comprising 1,163 neurons and 50 glia via an automatic and
robust neuron mesh generator developed in house, where we made use of the digitally reconstructed
real human neurons collected in NeuroMorpho.Org [54]. The details about this pipeline will appear
in a separate publication. Note that the mesh database also includes 50 non-neuronal cells. For ease
of notation, we refer to both neurons and glia as neurons in this paper because they share structural
similarities.In the end, we obtained 1213 realistic neuronal meshes. Each mesh corresponds to a
human cell extracted from a particular brain region. Figure 1 shows the regional distribution of
the cells included in the mesh database. These cells come from a wide range of brain areas.
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Figure 1: Cell distribution in brain regions. (a) distribution in neocortex layers. (b) distribution in brain lobes. (c)
distribution in Brodmann areas.

The cell morphological parameters are another critical part of the synthetic dataset because they
are the ground truth for model training. The neuron meshes and skeletons enable the measurements
of various neuroanatomical parameters. L-measure1 is widely used to measure neuron morphology
based on skeletons [83]. However, L-measure cannot accurately measure the neurite area and
volume because it treats neurite segments as cylinders. For example, the neurite area given by
L-measure is the sum of the lateral area of many cylinders. This simplified treatment omits the
spatial variations in the neurite radius and the complex structure in the bifurcation regions. We
remedy the defect by measuring the surface areas and volumes of the neuron meshes. We got over
40 neuroanatomical parameters of biophysical interest based on the neuron meshes and skeletons.
With a watertight neuron surface mesh, the area Aneuron and volume Vneuron can be efficiently
computed [84]. Besides, the soma area is Asoma ≃ 4πr2 and volume is Vsoma ≃ 4

3πr
3. The area of

neurites is Aneurite = Aneuron −Asoma and volume is Vneurite = Vneuron − Vsoma. Figure 2 shows the
distributions of six different morphological parameters of the 1213 neurons in the Neuron Data Set.

In addition to being realistic, all neuron surface meshes are watertight and simulation-ready. Fur-
thermore, the mesh quality, a commonly disregarded factor affecting the simulation precision, is
worth considering. We refer to a triangle as low-quality or “bad” if its aspect ratio (two times
the ratio between the inradius and circumradius) is inferior to 1/3. For each triangulated sur-
face mesh, we quantify the mesh quality using the proportion of bad triangles, i.e., the number
of bad triangles divided by the total number of triangles. Figure 3 shows distributions of sur-
face meshes information of the Neuron Data Set. Seventy-five percent of neuron meshes have a

1http://cng.gmu.edu:8080/Lm/
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Figure 2: Distributions of morphological parameters of the Neuron Data Set which contains 1213 cells.

bad triangle proportion below 0.2, meaning that most meshes generated by our pipeline are high-
quality. While maintaining the mesh quality, we reduce the mesh size as much as possible. The
maximum number of vertices is 200,000, which is within the capability of our dMRI simulator.
The surface meshes and microstructures parameters of 1,163 neurons and 50 glia are available at
https://github.com/SpinDoctorMRI.

To perform diffusion MRI simulations, we used Tetgen [85], an external finite elements mesh genera-
tor, to robustly convert watertight surface meshes to tetrahedral volume meshes. Simulating dMRI
signals on a realistic neuron mesh is a computational challenge [46]. This study required simula-
tions on 1213 neuron meshes, which on average has around 80, 000 vertices and 150, 000 faces. To
meet such a huge computing demand, we leverage the numerical matrix formalism based on finite
element discretization implemented in the SpinDoctor toolbox [34]. The theory of this method
is explained in section 2, and the convergence properties have been studied by Li et al. [52, 53].
Nonetheless, the previous implementation is not fast enough. The numerical matrix formalism
has two time-consuming operations, namely, matrix eigendecomposition and matrix exponential
(eq. (26)). For this study, we accelerated the matrix eigen-decomposition 20-fold by implement-
ing a shift-and-invert transformation [86]. We also accelerated the matrix exponential and the
matrix-vector product in Equation (26) 10-fold by implementing the algorithm in Al-Mohy et al.
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Figure 3: Distributions of surface meshes information of the Neuron Data Set which contains 1213 cells.

[87] which computes the action of a matrix exponential on a vector without explicitly evaluating
the matrix exponential on GPUs. The generation of 1213 neuron meshes and the dMRI simulations
took less than one month in total. It is worth emphasizing that the mesh generation and the eigen-
decomposition only need to be performed once. If we want to change the magnetic field gradient
G or the diffusivity, the eigenfunctions can be re-used.

In the Appendix Section 7.2 we compare the numerical matrix formalism with the direct finite
element method (FEM) solution of the Bloch-Torrey equation to validate the choice of two simu-
lation parameters: the spatial discretization and the Laplace eigenvalue spectrum truncation, then
we show the computational efficiency of the new numerical matrix formalism implementation on
GPUs.

3.2. The Synthetic dataset

We aim to construct a synthetic dataset comprising dMRI signals and microstructure parameters
of artificial brain voxels. In practice, a gray matter voxel of 1 mm3 is a medium comprising tens
of thousands of cell bodies, millions of neurites, blood vessels, extracellular space (ECS), etc. [14].
To model such a complex tissue, we make various simplifications to the braingray matter voxels.
First, we ignore compartments like blood vessels because cells and the ECS occupy most of the
volume. Ideally, we could wrap the neuron meshes with another mesh to mimic ECS. However,
neurons densely intertwine in the brain. One should carefully pack the neuron meshes to obtain a
reasonable ECS volume fraction (< 20%) [12]. Neuron packing is an extremely challenging problem
that is far from being solved. Therefore, in this study, we do not include a ECS compartment in
the dMRI signal model. We simply add a free diffusion compartment signal to the intra-cellular
signal. Second, we assume that the averaged signals from hundreds of archetypical neurons from
the above described Neuron Data Set are enough to represent the intracellular signals of an actual
brain voxel.

We start with the simulation on a single neuron mesh using a similar dMRI protocol as MGH
CDMD:

• two PGSE sequences with δ/∆ = 8/19 or 8/49 ms;
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• 64 gradient intensities linearly space between 0 and 290 mT/m;

• 32 diffusion encoding directions uniformly distributed on a hemisphere (equivalent to 64 di-
rections on a sphere because simulated signals are antipodally symmetric).

The diffusivity inside neuron is fixed to be 3 × 10−3 mm2/s, the water self-diffusion coefficient at
37 ◦C [88]. In addition, the numerical matrix formalism requires truncation of the Laplace eigenvalue
spectrum. We retain the eigenvalues less than 4.39 µm−2, which correspond to characteristic time
scales greater than 76 µs and characteristic length scales greater than 1.5 µm. The diffusion MRI
signals are normalized by S0 to get the signal attenuation. The above simulations are performed
for each of the 1213 neurons in the Neuron Data Set. The direction-averaged simulated signals for
the neurons in the Neuron Data Set are available at https://github.com/SpinDoctorMRI.

3.2.1. Voxel signal model

Our gray matter voxel model consists of numerous neurons and a free diffusion compartment.
Once we have obtained the signals from every neuron mesh, we can compute the signal attenuation
from a brain voxel by adding the neurons signals and the free diffusion compartment signals.

Suppose an artificial brain voxel containsM neurons and a free diffusion compartment whose volume
fraction is ffree. According to eq. (6), the signal attenuation arising from the brain voxel is

E(g,ug, δ,∆) = (1− ffree)×
∑M

m=1 Vm · Em∑M
m=1 Vm

+ ffree × e−Db, (7)

where the subscription m indicates the m-th cell, Vm is the neuronal volume, Em is the signal
attenuation of m-th neuron, and the diffusivity is D = 3× 10−3 mm2/s.

We randomly pick M neurons from the Neuron Data Set to comprise the artificial brain voxels.
The number M ranges from 1 to 500. Each combination of M cells is then paired with ten dif-
ferent free diffusion compartment signals whose volume fractions follow a Gaussian distribution
N (µ = 0.5, σ2 = 0.252). The choice of the Gaussian distribution is empirical. In this study, the
combinations of cells and ffree produce the diffusion MRI signals from 1.45 million distinct artificial
brain voxels. These signals form a part of the Synthetic dataset.

The signal attenuation obtained from eq. (7) depends on gradient intensity, gradient direction, pulse
duration, and inter-pulse duration. We average the signal attenuations over all measured directions.
The direction-averaged signal is

E(g, δ,∆) =
1

Ndir

Ndir∑
i=1

E(g,ui
g, δ,∆), (8)

where Ndir is the number of gradient directions and ui
g is the i-th gradient direction for a given

gradient intensity g. The average over directions is a common practice to reduce the signal dimen-
sionality [89]. Moreover, it is also helpful in denoising the experimental data. But the directional av-
erage removes all the orientation-dependent information. So we focus only on rotationally-invariant
microstructure parameters in this study.
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3.2.2. Features extraction

The direction-averaged signals at the 64 gradient intensities can directly serve as the first set of
features denoted by F1. We follow the terminology of the machine learning community, referring
to an input variable of an ML model as a feature.

We also propose a second set of features that are less obvious than the signal values. Inspired by
Veraart et al. [9, 45], our previous work [46] shows that the inflection point of a direction-averaged
signal curve helps define markers that are useful for the soma size estimation. Here, we adopt the
same idea and use five markers as the second set of features F2. By plotting the direction-averaged
signals against β = 1/

√
b, we obtain an S-shaped curve on which we can define five potential

features (see fig. 4). Due to the change of concavity, there is an inflection point. If there are several
inflection points, we take the rightmost one (with the smallest b-value). We then draw the tangent
line through the inflection point. The x and y coordinates of the inflection point, the slope and
intercept of the tangent line, and the ADC are the five markers forming the second set of features.
The ADC can be estimated using the signal attenuation with the smallest b-value.

To summarize, we have two sets of features. One includes the direction-averaged signals, and
another is composed of the five markers. We can get both sets from the simulated signals with
ease. However, computing the two sets of features from experimental data requires an interpolation
method.

Real-world acquisition of dMRI signals has many fewer gradient intensities than simulation. Besides,
the way of sampling varies across practitioners. However, we train MLPs on the direction-averaged
signals at 64 fixed g’s or the five markers whose computation requires signals at numerous gradient
intensities. The application of MLPs to in-vivo data requires the interpolation of the measured
signals. We acknowledge that the imaging data required for the MLPs described in this paper are
not actually feasible for most practioners as the required gradient strengths are only available on
Siemens Connectom scanners (which are very rare). This paper is about a proof of concept using
the MGH CDMD.

We adopt the fourth-order B-spline interpolation implemented in Scipy [90]. A vanilla cubic spline
suffers a large fluctuation. To moderate the fluctuation, we leverage the GPA when b-values are
smaller than b1. The GPA allows us to approximate E by eDe·b = eDe/β

2

for b ≤ b1. Further-
more, the GPA provides two boundary conditions which are the continuity of the first and second
derivatives at β1:

E
′
(β1) = 2De · e−De/β

2
1/β3

1 , (9)

E
′′
(β1) =

(
4D2

e − 6Deβ
2
1

)
e−De/β

2
1/β6

1 . (10)

At the high b-value end (small β), we adopt the “natural” boundary condition [91]

E
′′
(β8) = 0. (11)

The boundary conditions help moderate the fluctuation of the interpolation and allow us to sample
g’s within the maximum gradient intensity and find the inflection point. Figure 4 demonstrates the
measured and interpolated signals and the tangent line passing through the estimated inflection
point. It is worth noting that one should not extrapolate the direction-averaged signals beyond the
maximum gradient intensity.
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Figure 4: Fourth-order B-spline interpolation of direction-averaged signals. Red circles represent the direction-
averaged signals at eight non-zero b-values measured from a white matter voxel of the first subject (sub 001) in
MGH CDMD. The voxel index is (19, 25, 73). A vanilla cubic spline interpolation represented by the dotted black
line suffers a large fluctuation. By incorporating the three boundary conditions annotated in the boxes, the fourth-
order B-spline method interpolates the eight measured signals giving the solid blue line. The rightmost root of the
second derivative of the interpolated signals gives the inflection point shown as the green cross. The dashed orange
line is the tangent line passing through the inflection point.

3.2.3. Voxel microstructure parameters

Another part of the Synthetic dataset is the microstructure parameters of artificial brain voxels.
Given the neuroanatomical parameters, we can compute the microstructure parameters of an arti-
ficial brain voxel consisting of M neuron meshes and a free compartment whose volume fraction is
ffree. Some microstructure parameters (where the superscript indicated the m-th neuron) are the
soma volume fraction:

fsoma = (1− ffree)

∑M
m=1 V

m
soma∑M

m=1 V
m
neuron

, (12)

the neurite volume fraction:

fneurite = (1− ffree)

∑M
m=1 V

m
neurite∑M

m=1 V
m
neuron

, (13)

the soma area fraction:

asoma =

∑M
m=1A

m
soma∑M

m=1A
m
neuron

, (14)

the neurite area fraction:

aneurite =

∑M
m=1A

m
neurite∑M

m=1A
m
neuron

, (15)
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the volume averaged soma radius:

rsoma =

∑M
m=1 V

m
somar

m
soma∑M

m=1 V
m
soma

. (16)

The list is not exhaustive. More neuroanatomical and microstructural parameters can be defined.
We emphasize that not all microstructure parameters measured on neuron meshes can be inferred
using diffusion MRI. Whether we can estimate a parameter mainly depends on the dynamics of
MR physics. This paper focuses on volume fractions, area fractions, and the soma radius.

Figure 5 presents the distributions of the volume fractions and area fractions in the Synthetic
dataset. We note that the ratio of the volume fractions of neurites and soma is somewhat correlated
with their area fraction ratio. On the other hand, the soma volume fraction and the neurite volume
fraction are not very correlated.
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Figure 5: The distributions of the volume fractions and area fractions in the Synthetic dataset. (a) The distributions
of fsoma, fneurite, ffree. (b) The distributions of asoma and aneurite. c) The joint distributions of fneurite/fsoma and
aneurite/asoma. d) The joint distributions of fsoma and fneurite. The Synthetic dataset contains 1.45 million artificial
voxels, where ffree follows a Gaussian distribution N (µ = 0.5, σ2 = 0.252), fsoma and fneurite are derived from
realistic neuron meshes. The contour lines in the joint distributions contain 50%, 75%, and 90% of the data points.

3.3. Model training

We use MLPs to infer some microstructure parameters of interest. Consider a set of tuples that
is extracted from the Synthetic dataset, T = {(Xi,Yi), i ∈ {1, ..., Nvoxel}} where Nvoxel (= 1.45
million) is the number of the artificial brain voxels. We refer to a tuple (X,Y ) as a data point. The
input of a MLP is denoted by X, which can be the direction-averaged signals F1 or the five markers
F2 arising from an artificial brain voxel. The desired output (some microstructure parameters) is
denoted by Y . We focus only on volume fractions and area fractions in this paper. The four
combinations of input and output of MLPs are

1. X ∈ [0, 1]n is the direction-averaged signals at n gradient intensities linearly spaced between
0 and 290 mT/m with ∆ being 19 or 49 ms, Y = [fsoma, fneurite, ffree]

T ∈ [0, 1]3 represents
the volume fractions;

2. X ∈ [0, 1]n is same as above, Y = [asoma, aneurite]
T ∈ [0, 1]2 represents the area fractions;
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3. X ∈ R5 is the five markers with ∆ being 19 or 49 ms, Y = [fsoma, fneurite, ffree]
T ∈ [0, 1]3

represents the volume fractions;

4. X ∈ R5 is same as above, Y = [asoma, aneurite]
T ∈ [0, 1]2 represents the area fractions.

To improve the robustness of MLPs to noise, we apply Rician noise to the simulated signals in items 1
and 2. The Rician noise was applied to the direction-averaged data, however, we acknowledge that
ideally such noise should be applied before directional averaging. We keep the same SNR as the
MGH CDMD (S0/σR = 21), where σR is the Rician scaling parameter.

It is worth noting that the measurements at two diffusion times are analyzed separately throughout
this paper. Moreover, the L1-norm of the output must be unity for the four above cases (∥Y ∥1 = 1),
which is an additional constraint that should be accounted for when training. We randomly select
one million artificial voxels to form the training set Ttrain; the rest (450,000 artificial voxels) makes
up the test set Ttest which is held out and not used for model training. The test set allows us to
assess the generalization of a trained MLP [92].

A MLP is a nonlinear function h parameterized by its weights θ [92]. The model training is to find
optimal weights θ∗ that minimize the distance between the MLP’s output and the desired output

θ∗ = argmin
θ

1

#Ttrain

#Ttrain∑
i=1

∥Yi − h(Xi;θ)∥22. (17)

Here, we use the mean squared error (MSE) as the loss function. The minimization is possible if
an underlying function ζ mapping Xi to Yi exists. Once the optimization converged, the trained
MLP could be a good approximation of the underlying function, i.e., h(·;θ∗) ≃ ζ in the sense of
minimizing L2 distance in the training set. Nonetheless, such an underlying function may not exist,
and convergence is not guaranteed. The generalization of the trained MLP to unseen data also
needs to be assessed.

The function ζ varies with the choice of the target microstructure parameters, and the MR physics
determines its existence. We must be careful about the activation function, initial weights, and
optimization algorithm to reach the convergence [93]. We employ the Gaussian error linear unit
(GELU) [94], a ReLU-like activation function that incorporates the properties of stochastic regular-
izers such as dropout [95]. The weights θ are initialized using Kaiming initialization [96] because we
employ ReLU-like activation functions. The optimization is performed with a variant of the Adam
optimizer that has a long-term memory of past gradients to enhance the convergence [97, 98]. The
initial learning rate is 0.01, the batch size is 10,000, and the maximum number of epochs is 500.
The two parameters (betas) of the Adam optimizer for computing running averages of gradient and
its square are 0.9 and 0.999.

The architecture of an artificial neural network can also significantly affect its performance. Finding
a suitable network architecture for brain microstructure estimation is a subject worth investigating
in the future. In this paper, we chose four-layer MLPs. To guarantee the outputs are all positive
and sum to unity, we append a softmax function [99] to the output layer. The implementation and
training of MLPs are performed with PyTorch [100].

Finally, we assess the performance of a trained MLP in the holdout test set Ttest. We use the
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L1-norm to evaluate the test loss

ltest =
1

dim(Y )#Ttest

#Ttest∑
i=1

∥Yi − h(Xi;θ
∗)∥1, (Xi,Yi) ∈ Ttest. (18)

We employ four-layer MLPs in this paper. Even though the MLP structure is simple, they still
have several hyperparameters, namely, the size of the input layer n, the first hidden layer n1, and
the second hidden layer n2. There are two sets of features: direction-averaged signals F1 and the
five markers F2. When the input is F1, the hyperparameters are the sizes of 1) the input layer, 2)
the first hidden layer, and 3) the second hidden layer. We denote them by (n, n1, n2). With F2

as input, the size of the input layer is 5. In this case, the hyperparameters are n1 and n2. We
have two sets of output, i.e., volume fractions and area fractions. Moreover, the two diffusion times
are analyzed separately. In total, we trained forty-eight MLPs 2 to find optimal hyperparameters.
Details can be found in the Appendix (Section 7.3). The selected hyperparameters are (64, 128, 64)
for direction-averaged signals and (30, 30) for the five markers. In the next section, we assess the
final performance of each MLP in the holdout test set Ttest.

4. Results

In this section we demonstrate eight exemplary MLPs for volume fractions and area fractions
estimation in the synthetic test set and the MGH CDMD [72]. The MLPs are compared with the
state-of-the-art impermeable biophysical model, SANDI [20].

4.1. Experimental data

The MGH CDMD [72] is an open-access diffusion MRI database providing preprocessed in-vivo
human brain scans for 26 healthy subjects, seven of which are scanned twice. The diffusion MRI
data were acquired on the 3T Connectome MRI scanner (Magnetom CONNECTOM, Siemens
Healthineers), and a 64-channel phased array head coil [101] was used for signal reception. The
maximum slew rate is 62.5 mT/m/ms. The diffusion encoding sequence is PGSE, whose parameters
are:

• the pulse duration δ = 8 ms, two inter-pulse durations ∆ = 19, 49 ms;

• eight gradient intensities (31, 68, 105, 142, 179, 216, 253, 290) mT/m, corresponding to b-

values (72, 346, 825, 1509, 2400, 3491, 4789, and 6292) s/mm
2
for ∆ = 19 ms and (204, 981,

2340, 4279, 6800, 9902, 13,584, 17,848) s/mm
2
for ∆ = 49 ms.

• 32 diffusion encoding directions uniformly distributed on a sphere for b < 2400 s/mm
2
and 64

uniform directions for b ≥ 2400 s/mm
2
.

Other imaging parameters are as follows: the echo time TE = 77ms, repetition time TR = 3800ms,
field of view (FOV) = 216×216 mm, slice thickness = 2mm, voxel size = 2×2×2 mm3. The diffusion
MRI data were preprocessed to correct gradient nonlinearity, eddy currents, and susceptibility-
induced distortions. The estimated median signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 21 [72, 102]. MGH
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CDMD provides the real part of the signal for some subjects. In this paper, we only use the signal
magnitude. More details about the data acquisition and processing can be found in the work of
Tian et al. [72].

4.2. Model training and validation

We leverage the L1-loss to quantify the test loss (see eq. (18)). For clarity, we assign each MLP a
name and list the network structures, the input, the output, the final test losses, and the R2 scores
in table 1. The average test loss is about 0.01, while the volume fraction or area fraction is of the
order of 0.1. The R2 scores for volume fraction estimation are around 0.9, and about 0.6 for area
fraction estimation. Note that four MLPs, mlp F1 vol 19, mlp F1 vol 49, mlp F1 area 19, and
mlp F1 area 49, are tested under a noise condition similar to MGH CDMD (SNR = 21). The rest
of the MLPs, which take F2 as input, are assessed on noise-free test sets.

MLP name MLP structure
diffusion time
δ/∆ [ms]

input output test loss R2 scores

mlp F1 vol 19 64, 128, 64, 3 8/19 64 signals fsoma/fneurite/ffree 0.0223 0.94/0.95/0.98
mlp F1 vol 49 64, 128, 64, 3 8/49 64 signals fsoma/fneurite/ffree 0.0187 0.95/0.94/0.99
mlp F2 vol 19 5, 30, 30, 3 8/19 5 markers fsoma/fneurite/ffree 0.0171 0.95/0.94/0.99
mlp F2 vol 49 5, 30, 30, 3 8/49 5 markers fsoma/fneurite/ffree 0.0218 0.93/0.90/0.99
mlp F1 area 19 64, 128, 64, 2 8/19 64 signals asoma/aneurite 0.0157 0.66
mlp F1 area 49 64, 128, 64, 2 8/49 64 signals asoma/aneurite 0.0174 0.62
mlp F2 area 19 5, 30, 30, 2 8/19 5 markers asoma/aneurite 0.0153 0.66
mlp F2 area 49 5, 30, 30, 2 8/49 5 markers asoma/aneurite 0.0196 0.51

Table 1: Summary of the eight MLPs. The structure of a MLP is represented by four numbers “a, b, c, d”, i.e.,
the input layer size “a”, the first hidden layer size “b”, the second hidden layer size “c”, and the output layer
size “d”. The inputs of the MLPs are either the direction-averaged signals at 64 gradient intensities or the five
markers. The outputs are volume or area fractions. Four MLPs, mlp F1 vol 19, mlp F1 vol 49, mlp F1 area 19, and
mlp F1 area 49, are tested under the noise condition similar to MGH CDMD (SNR = 21). The rest of the MLPs,
which take the five markers as input, are assessed on noise-free test sets. We list the final test losses of MLPs (after
500 epochs). The three R2 scores of the first four MLPs are for soma, neurite, and free diffusion compartment
respectively. For example, the R2 scores of soma, neurite, and free diffusion compartment volume fraction estimation
using mlp F1 vol 19 are 0.94, 0.95, and 0.98, respectively. Because the sum of soma and neurite area fractions is
unity, the soma area fraction estimation has the same R2 score as neurite.

4.3. Comparison with SANDI

The state-of-the-art impermeable biophysical model for soma and neurite density imaging, SANDI
[20], has similar assumptions to our brain voxel model. Both assume that the soma and neurite
membranes are impermeable, somas are spherical, and there is a free diffusion compartment. The
differences in modeling are:

1. SANDI considers the neurites as a set of randomly oriented sticks (long cylinders with zero
radii), whereas our neurites have realistic radii and length, faithful undulation, and real
dispersion;
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2. SANDI utilizes disconnected soma and neurites because the water exchange between them
is believed to be negligible when td ≤ 20ms. In contrast, our neurites are connected to the
soma, forming a continuous cell space.

Due to the impermeability assumption and item 2, the validity regime of SANDI is td ≤ 20ms. So
the short diffusion time δ/∆ = 8/19ms is in the regime, while the long diffusion time is not.

The significant difference is in the dMRI signal generation. The direction-averaged signal of SANDI
has an explicit expression

ESANDI = fsomae
−Dsb + fneurite

√
π

4bDin
erf

(√
Dinb

)
+ ffreee

−Dfreeb, (19)

where Din is the longitudinal diffusion coefficient in the sticks; Dfree is the scalar effective diffusion
constant in the free diffusion compartment, fsoma, fneurite, and ffree are the volume fractions for
the soma, neurite and free diffusion compartments, respectively. The soma signal term e−Dsb is
derived, under the GPA, by Murday and Cotts on a spherical liquid particle with radius rs and
liquid self-diffusion coefficient Ds [103]. The quantity Ds, which is a function of δ, ∆, rs, and Ds,
has an explicit formulation which can be found in [103] and [27]. We refer to the soma signal term
as the “MC equation” following the terminology adopted by Balinov et al. [27]. For eq. (19) to
hold, it is necessary to add at least three additional assumptions:

(a) the Gaussian phase assumption and the MC equation hold under the experimental condition;

(b) the signal from a spherical soma with an “apparent” radius rs can approximate the volume-
weighted average signal from a group of somas;

(c) the stick power law, which gives the neurite signal term
√

π
4bDin

erf(
√
Dinb), is valid.

With these assumptions, the direction-averaged signal of SANDI (ESANDI) is an explicit function
whose variables are: δ, ∆, b, fsoma, fneurite, ffree, rs, Ds, Din, and Dfree. Among them, δ, ∆, and b
are known experimental parameters. In [20], Ds is fixed to be 3×10−3 mm2/s, and the remaining six
variables are the microstructure parameters to be estimated. SANDI estimates the six parameters
of biophysical interest by fitting eq. (19) to the direction-averaged signals. In contrast to our
method, the SANDI model has an analytical signal expression, which allows one to recompute the
direction-averaged signals by substituting SANDI’s estimations into the signal formula. Since our
neuron models are more realistic than SANDI’s and the signal simulation requires fewer biophysical
assumptions, it is worth comparing SANDI with our simulation framework.

To avoid the commonly encountered numerical instabilities due to the difficulty of finding the global
minimum in optimization procedures, we chose to perform SANDI fitting using an exhaustive search
approach on a saved signal library. Exhaustive search should be more numerically stable than
a fast optimization method such as AMICO[104]. To make the library search computationally
feasible, we further simplified the problem by fixing the cylinder diffusion coefficient to Din = Ds =
3× 10−3 mm2/s, as well as fixing the free diffusion coefficient to be Dfree = 3× 10−3 mm2/s.

Thus, the signals library for SANDI is populated along three dimensions: the soma radius discretized
on the interval [0, 35]µm in 0.35µm increments, the fsoma and fneurite discretized on the interval
[0, 1] in 0.01 (1 percent) increments. The set of three parameters {rsoma, fsoma, fneurite} that gives
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the smallest L2 difference at the 64 direction-averaged signal values will be called the SANDI fitted
parameters for that voxel.

In addition to comparing the previously described MLPs to SANDI, we additionally compare SANDI
to an exhaustive search approach within our simulation framework, where the signal libary is a
subset of the Synthetic dataset. This makes it possible to compare the two signal models only,
without having to account for errors that come from the optimization procedures. In the case of
exhaustive search within our simulation framework, because multiple combinations of neurons and
ffree can give similar direction-averaged signals, we averaged the parameters from the elements of the
signal library that gave the 10 lowest L2 differences at the 64 direction-averaged signal values. Thus,
our simulation framework fitted parameters {rsoma, fsoma, fneurite} are the averages of 10 values
from the simulation framework signal library. We note here as well that even though the SANDI
parameters are exactly {rsoma, fsoma, fneurite} due to the signal model being an explict expression of
those variables, we can obtain additional morphological parameters from the simulation framework
library, such as the soma area fraction.

First, we compare SANDI and the simulation framework in terms of their signal models for the
neurons. We remind the reader that the Synthetic dataset includes 145,000 combinations of neurons,
where in essence, ffree = 0 for these artificial voxels. We randomly select 75,000 out of the 145,000
artificial voxels as the Synthetic neurons-only test set. We remind the reader that we have the
ground truth morphological parameters for the test set. We will use the remaining 70,000 artificial
voxels as the simulation framework signals library. We compare the performance of exhaustive
search using the simulation framework signals library (70,000 elements) with using the SANDI
signals library (10,000 elements, incremented in rsoma and fsoma, setting ffree = 0). In fig. 6a we
show the errors between the SANDI fitted volume fractions and the ground truth, as well as the
errors between the simulation signals library fitted volume fractions and the ground truth. We see
a bias in fsoma and in fneurite using the SANDI signals library at diffusion time 19ms, there is no
bias in the SANDI fit at diffusion time 49ms. There is no bias in the simulation signals library fit
at either diffusion time. The errors are also smaller for the simulation framework than SANDI.

Now we turn to the Synthetic dataset’s full 1.45 millions artificial voxels containing neurons and a
free diffusion compartment. We randomly picked 450,000 artificial voxels in the Synthetic dataset
as the Synthetic test set. We used the remaining 1 million artificial voxels as the simulation
framework signals library. We compare the performance of exhaustive search using the simulation
framework signals library (1 million elements) with using the SANDI signals library (1 million
elements, incremented in rsoma, fsoma and ffree). In fig. 6b we see a larger bias in fsoma and in
ffree in the SANDI library fit than the simulation library fit. The errors are also smaller for the
simulation library search than the SANDI library search. In fig. 6c we see the fitted volume fractions
are also unbiased for the MLPs, with the mlp mk having slightly larger errors than the mlp sig.
The MLPs have slightly larger errors than the simulation framework library search, but not as big
as the SANDI library search.

It is not possible to obtain area fractions information from SANDI, but it is possible to obtain this
information from the simulation framework. In fig. 7a we see the fitted asoma, aneurite have small
errors for mlp F1 and mlp F2, as well as for the simulation framework library search. Because we
did not train MLPs to obtain rsoma (we only trained MLPs for the volume and area fractions), we
now compare the estimated rsoma between simulation-framework library search and SANDI library
search. In fig. 7b, the fittted rsoma errors are much smaller for the simulation library search than
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Figure 6: The box plots summarizing the distributions of the absolute errors of fsoma, fneurite, ffree. a) Comparing
SANDI library search versus simulation framework library search on the Synthetic neurons-only test set. b) Com-
paring SANDI library search versus simulation framework library search on the Synthetic test set. c) Comparing
Signal MLPs and Biomarkers MLPs on the Synthetic test set. The Synthetic neurons-only dataset has 145,000
artificial voxels containing neurons only. The Synthetic neurons-only test set has 75,000 voxels from the Synthetic
neurons-only dataset. The simulation framework neurons-only library has the remaining 70,000 voxels from the
Synthetic neurons-only dataset. The Synthetic dataset has 1.45 millions artificial voxels containing neurons and a
free diffusion compartment. The Synthetic test set has 450,000 voxels from the Synthetic dataset. The simulation
framework signals library has the remaining 1 million voxels from the Synthetic dataset. A box plot denotes the
median, interquartile range, and 1.5 times the interquartile range by the center line, hinges, and whiskers.

SANDI library search.

4.4. Fitting brain white matter voxels

To be able to fit voxels that contain primarily axons, we created 20,000 random combinations of
cylinders with radius from the interval [0.2, 5]µm and a free diffusion compartment, and added
them to the simulation framework library. Henceforth, the full simulation framework library has 1
million artificial voxels from the Synthetic dataset plus 20,000 voxels that contain cylinders and a
free diffusion compartment only. Then we generated a Synthetic Cylinders-only test set that has
10,000 voxels containing random combinations of cylinders. We fitted fsoma, fneurite, ffree using
SANDI library search and the simulation framework library search on the Synthetic Cylinders-
only test set. In table 2, we see that with SANDI the mean of the fitted values are fsoma = 0.14,
fneurite=0.86, ffree=0, whereas with the simulation framework library search, fsoma = 0, fneurite=1,
ffree=0. This means the simulation framework library search will be able to fit axons-only voxels.

4.5. In vivo parameters estimation

We now apply the trained MLPs to the MGH CDMD. Specifically, the eight direction-averaged
signals from a brain voxel are interpolated to get features, namely the 64 signals or the five markers.
A trained MLP takes the features to predict the desired microstructure parameters. We obtain a
parameter map by applying a MLP to every brain voxel of a subject.
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Figure 7: The box plots summarizing the distributions of the absolute errors of asoma, aneurite, rsoma. a) Comparing
mlp sig, mlp mk, and simulation framework library search on the Synthetic test set. b) Comparing SANDI library
search and simulation framework library search on the Synthetic test set. The Synthetic dataset has 1.45 millions
artificial voxels containing neurons and a free diffusion compartment. The Synthetic test set has 450,000 voxels
from the Synthetic dataset. The simulation framework library has the remaining 1 million voxels from the Synthetic
dataset. A box plot denotes the median, interquartile range, and 1.5 times the interquartile range by the center line,
hinges, and whiskers.

4.5.1. Validation of the interpolation method

The dMRI signals in MGH CDMD are measured at eight gradient intensities, with the highest inten-
sity being 290 mT/m. However, we train the eight MLPs on the five markers or 64 direction-averaged
signals. Before applying the MLPs to the experimental data, we need the signal interpolation.

The interpolation inevitably brings in errors. We assess the interpolation error using data from
the MGH CDMD. The direction-averaged signals at eight gradient intensities from a brain voxel
are split into two subsets. The first set contains signals at N1 (4 ≤ N1 < 8) gradient intensities,
including the lowest and the highest gradients. The second set includes the remaining N2 signals.
Following the method described previously, we obtain the fourth-order B-spline polynomial using
the first set. We then predict the signals stored in the second set using the polynomial. The
measured and predicted signals are denoted by Em and Ep, respectively. The interpolation error
is assessed by the relative error (Ep − Em)/Em × 100%.

We adopt two splitting strategies:

1. the first set contains four direction-averaged signals whose gradient intensities are 31, 105,
179, and 290 mT/m; the second set includes four signals at 68, 142, 216, and 253 mT/m; i.e.,
N1 = 4 and N2 = 4;
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fsoma fneurite ffree
mean std mean std mean std

SANDI 19 0.14 0.0076 0.86 0.0076 0 0
Sim Lib Search 19 0 0 1 0.00024 0 0.00024

SANDI 49 0.14 0.0076 0.86 0.0076 0 0
Sim Lib Search 49 0 0 1 0.00024 0 0.00024

Table 2: Fitted fsoma, fneurite, ffree using SANDI library search and the simulation framework library search on
the Synthetic Cylinders-only test set. The Synthetic Cylinders-only test set has 10,000 voxels containing random
combinations of cylinders. The simulation framework library has 1 million artificial voxels from the Synthetic dataset
plus 20,000 voxels that contain cylinders and a free diffusion compartment only. The SANDI library has 1 million
elements, incremented in rsoma, fsoma and ffree.

2. the first set contains six direction-averaged signals whose gradient intensities are 31, 68, 105,
179, 253, and 290 mT/m; the second set includes signals at 142 and 216 mT/m; i.e., N1 = 6
and N2 = 2;

The relative errors are computed for all brain voxels at the N2 gradient intensities. For example,
the first subject in MGH CDMD has 142,201 brain voxels. We can obtain 142, 201 × 4 relative
errors using the first splitting strategy. The box plots in fig. 8 summarize the distribution of the
relative errors for the first four subjects in MGH CDMD. We refer to the first strategy as “4/4”
and the second as “6/2”.

We notice that the first strategy can adequately interpolate the direction-averaged signals when
δ/∆ = 8/19 ms. However, the interpolation with four signals becomes biased for the long diffusion
time. Using more measured signals can help reduce interpolation errors. The second strategy is
satisfactory in both cases. More than 50% predicted signals have a relative error inferior to 5%.
Almost all relative errors are below 15%. We believe the second strategy is adequate for signal
interpolation. We actually interpolate with eight direction-averaged signals. We can expect the
actual interpolation error is even lower.

4.5.2. Parameter maps during training

During the model training, the test error of a MLP decreases, meaning that the performance
improves on the Synthetic test set. However, the MLP may not generalize well on experimental data.
We plot several parameter maps in different training stages in fig. 9 to show that the performance
also improves on actual measurements. As the test error decreases, the contrast of, for example,
the cerebellar white matter becomes more pronounced. Besides, the test loss becomes stable after
400 epochs. As mentioned in section 3.3, we stop the training at 500 epochs.

4.5.3. In vivo parameter maps

We obtain in-vivo parameter maps by applying the trained MLPs to every brain voxel of a subject.
The second subject in MGH CDMD (sub 002) serves as an exemplar. Figure 10 shows the volume
fractions estimation by applying the first four MLPs to the scanned data of sub 002.

We also include the SANDI library search parameter maps as well as the simulation framework
library search parameter maps in fig. 11. We emphasize that the SANDI model is supposed to be
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Figure 8: The box plots summarizing the distribution of the interpolation errors for the first four subjects in MGH
CDMD. A box plot presents the median, interquartile range, and 1.5 times the interquartile range by the center
line, hinges, and whiskers. Outliers are ignored for clarity. The interpolation error is assessed by the relative error
(Ep −Em)/Em × 100%. We refer to the first splitting strategy as “4/4” and the second as “6/2”. It turns out that
the second strategy is satisfactory for signal interpolation. More than 50% predicted signals have a relative error
inferior to 5%. Almost all relative errors are below 15%.

invalid at the long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49 ms) because the cellular membrane permeability and
the water exchange between soma and neurites may cause considerable effects. However, it seems
that SANDI still gives reasonable estimations at the long diffusion time because the parameter
maps are similar at the two diffusion times. We quantitatively study the dependence on diffusion
time in the next section.

In addition to the volume fraction maps, the area fraction maps are shown in fig. 12. Because the
sum of soma and neurite area fractions is unity, we only present the parameter maps for soma.

4.5.4. Independence of diffusion time

We present the voxelwise joint distributions for the estimated parameters. All brain white and gray
matter (WM and GM) voxels of sub 002 are included. In fig. 13, we show the voxelwise joint
distributions of fsoma, fneurite, ffree for both the simulation library search and the SANDI library
search. The estimated volume fractions of both SANDI and simulation framework library searches
lie on the identity line. The simulation framework library search produces lower fneurite and higher
ffree in the white matter than SANDI library search.

In fig. 14, we show the voxelwise joint distributions of fsoma, fneurite, ffree for the mlp F1 and
the mlp F2. For fsoma and ffree, the spread of the distributions is wider than for the simulation
framework library search.

In fig. 15a, we show that the distributions of the estimated asoma for the simulation framework
library search. In fig. 15b, we show the diffusion time dependence in the estimation of rsoma for
the simulation framework library search. In fig. 15c, we show the diffusion time dependence in
the estimation of rsoma for the SANDI library search. At the lower diffusion time, rsoma ranges
from [8, 13]µm for both library searches, whereas at the longer diffusion time, rsoma ranges from
[10− 18]µm for the simulation library search and from [10− 20]µm for SANDI library search.
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Figure 9: The estimation improvement on the test set and the experimental data as the test loss decreases. We plot
the test losses during the training of mlp sig vol 19. The MLP at five distinct training stages is picked to infer
the neurite volume fraction on experimental data. Orange crosses mark the selected epochs in the error curve. We
present the evolution of a parameter map for the first subject (sub 001) in MGH CDMD. As the test error decreases,
more details appear.

5. Discussion

This study proposes a novel framework that employs realistic neuron modeling and diffusion MRI
simulations to replace some simplified biophysical models and analytical intracellular signal expres-
sions. Effects arising from, for instance, neurite undulation or water exchange between soma and
neurites, which are hard to include in biophysical models, are seamlessly incorporated into our
simulations. Consequently, our framework achieves higher modeling accuracy while requiring many
fewer biophysical assumptions. Moreover, the microstructure parameters do not need to be explic-
itly expressed in the signal, allowing us to explore new contrasts, such as area fractions. Using
realistic neurons is a way to inject good quality prior information for inference, or reject unlikely
solutions. In an explicit mathematical signal model, without good quality prior information on
the joint distributions of model parameters, one can get solutions that are not physically realis-
tic, such as combinations of effective diffusion coefficients that are inconsistent with each other,
with the radius estimations, or with the combination of multiple diffusion times. These model
parameters solutions need to be rejected. Using realistic neurons may mean that these inconsistent
combinations do not get produced in the first place.

The proposed framework has two cornerstones. The first one is the numerical matrix formalism
implemented in the SpinDoctor toolbox [34, 50]. To achieve the results shown in this paper, we
obtained a further ten-fold speedup by optimizing the eigendecomposition algorithm and leveraging
GPU computations. It now takes 10 minutes to simulate 1,000 dMRI signals from a neuron mesh
of around 80, 000 vertices and 150, 000 faces. Besides, the simulation accuracy has been validated
in the Appendix (section 7.2.1).

The second cornerstone is the Neuron Data Set. We developed an automatic pipeline that can ro-
bustly convert the neuron skeletons to simulation-ready meshes by exploiting three well-established
computer graphics algorithms. The neuron mesh generator can faithfully reproduce the neuron mor-
phology, allowing precise neuroanatomical measurements. In addition, we guarantee mesh quality
by maintaining the percentage of high-quality triangles. The meshing pipeline enables us to convert
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Figure 10: Parameter maps for MGH CDMD sub 002. The first column is fsoma, the second column is fneurite,
the third column is ffree. First row is mlp F1 vol 19 at the short diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/19ms), the second row is
mlp F1 vol 49 at the long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49ms), the third row is mlp F2 vol 19 at the short diffusion time
(δ/∆ = 8/19ms), the fourth row is mlp F2 vol 49 at the long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49ms).

1213 human neuron skeletons stored in NeuroMorpho.Org to high-quality meshes, of which less than
ten percent required manual post-cleaning.

Nonetheless, neuron meshes are merely the building blocks of an artificial brain voxel. To construct
a voxel phantom, we would need to densely pack the neurons so that the ECS has a reasonable
volume fraction and the neurons must not intersect each other. However, neuron packing is still a
highly challenging open question. Thus, we circumvented this problem by adding a free diffusion
compartment to the neuron signals and assuming impermeable cell membranes. This enabled us to
compute the signals from a voxel without explicitly constructing the numerical phantom.

The two cornerstones bring advanced modeling capabilities allowing us to build a Synthetic dataset
for supervised learning or exhaustive search. Our Synthetic dataset consists of 1.45 million arti-
ficial brain voxels with the associated simulated signals. Each voxel corresponds to thousands of
directional dMRI signals and over forty microstructure parameters. The Synthetic dataset con-
tains rich information that helps investigate the relationships between dMRI signals and tissue
microstructure. Besides, the dataset is also a good reference for verifying biophysical models.

In addition to the size, the dataset quality can significantly affect the final performance of ML
models3, especially for supervised learning. We maintain the modeling quality and the simulation
accuracy to ensure the dMRI signals and the ground-truth microstructure parameters are accurate.

3Garbage in, garbage out.
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Figure 11: Parameter maps for MGH CDMD sub 002. The first column is fsoma, the second column is fneurite, the
third column is ffree. First row is simulation framework library search at the short diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/19ms),
the second row is simulation framework library search at the long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49ms), the third row is
SANDI library search at the short diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/19ms), the fourth row is SANDI library search at the
long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49ms).

Moreover, the training data distribution should be relevant to the distribution we encounter in
real-world applications due to the no-free-lunch theorem [92, 105]. This requirement has also been
recognized by the diffusion MRI community [106]. Palombo et al. [107] provide some reference dis-
tributions for microstructure modeling based on over 3500 neuron skeletons from NeuroMorpho.Org,
among which over 1000 are human cells. Because we also use the cells stored in NeuroMorpho.Org,
our neuron meshes naturally follow all reference distributions.

To adapt the trained MLPs to various experimental acquisition settings, we proposed an interpola-
tion method by imposing three boundary conditions on fourth-order B-spline interpolators. As long
as enough measurements are given, the interpolation method can effectively mitigate the fluctua-
tion caused by vanilla splines and give satisfactory approximations to the measured signals. One
can freely sample signals within maximum gradient intensity or compute signal features using the
proposed interpolation method.

In the Appendix (section 7.4) we show the analogous parameter maps and joint distributions for
the SANDI library search and the simulation framework library search, where we used directly
the 8 experimental direction-averaged signals from the MGH CDMD instead of interpolating to 64
signals. The simulation library search using the 8 experimental direction-averaged signals yields the
same results as using 64 interpolated signals for both diffusion times. The results from SANDI using
the 8 experimental signals are similar to using 64 interpolated signals at the shorter diffusion time,
however, at the longer diffusion time, using 8 experimental signals gives a higher ffree compared to
using 64 interpolated signals.
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Figure 12: Soma area fraction asoma parameter maps for MGH CDMD sub 002. First row is the short diffusion time
(δ/∆ = 8/19ms), the second row is the long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49ms).

Next, we focus on approximating the mappings from the dMRI signals to the volume fractions or
area fractions using MLPs. Our preliminary work suggests that such mappings exist and may be
high-dimensional [46]. The MLP hyperparameters are determined on validation sets. Two sets of
features are studied: the 64 direction-averaged signals and the five markers. We note the most
salient points of the trained MLPs here:

1. it is possible to predict the volume fractions or area fractions by solely feeding direction-
averaged signals to MLPs trained in the proposed framework;

2. the five markers form a set of concise features that can effectively predict the volume and area
fractions;

3. the dependence of the volume fraction estimation on diffusion time is minimal in the MGH
CDMD;

4. it is possible to investigate new microstructure parameters, such as area fractions, using the
proposed framework;

5.1. Synthetic data experiments

We conducted a comprehensive performance evaluation of the eight MLPs on the Synthetic test set
by reporting the test losses (L1-norm), R2 scores, and the absolute and relative errors. The average
L1-loss between predictions and ground truth for the volume fraction estimation is around 0.01. The
absolute errors of more than fifty percent of predictions are less than 0.025, and most relative errors
are inferior to 10%. Among the three compartments, the free diffusion volume fraction estimation
is better than that of soma and neurite. Most importantly, MLPs’ volume fraction predictions
are almost unbiased, and their R2 scores for the three compartments are greater than 0.9. For
area fraction estimation, the R2 scores of the four corresponding MLPs are around 0.6. The soma
area fraction estimation suffers large relative errors. Nonetheless, the predictions are still unbiased.
These results indicate that the MLPs are good estimators in the Synthetic dataset.

Figure 6b shows that significant errors occur in SANDI’s estimation of soma and free diffusion
compartment volume fractions. This is not surprising because the soma term fsomae

−Dsb in eq. (19)
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Figure 13: The voxelwise joint distribution of fsoma, fneurite, ffree at two diffusion times. Top row: simulation
framework library search. Bottom row: SANDI library search. All brain white and gray matter voxels of sub 002 are
included. The x- and y-axes represent the estimated fractions at (δ/∆ = 8/19ms) and (δ/∆ = 8/49ms), respectively.
The black lines are the identity lines. The contour lines represents 50%, 75%, and 90% of the data.

has the same form as the free diffusion term ffreee
−Dfreeb, causing an indeterminancy problem.

Based on the sum of the two exponentials alone (f1e
−D1b + f2e

−D2b), there is no way to tell which
exponential belongs to soma and which belongs to the free diffusion compartment. The MLPs’
performance in the Synthetic test set suggests they do not suffer from such a problem. We note
that in contrast to SANDI, the NODDI model [11] has two diffusion compartments, one is an ECS
compartment with a low diffusion coefficient, another is a compartment labeled free water or CSF
that has a much higher diffusion coefficient. It seems likely that if either of these compartments
has a diffusion coefficient that is close in magnitude to the exponent of the signal term from the
spheres, then an indeterminancy can happen.

Finally, concerning the estimation of the soma radius, fig. 7b shows that significant errors occur in
SANDI’s estimation of rsoma, compared to the much smaller errors from the simulation framework
library search in the Synthetic test set.
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Figure 14: The voxelwise joint distribution of fsoma, fneurite, ffree at two diffusion times. Top row: mlp F1. Bottom
row: mlp F2. All brain white and gray matter voxels of sub 002 are included. The x- and y-axes represent the
estimated fractions at (δ/∆ = 8/19ms) and (δ/∆ = 8/49ms), respectively. The black lines are the identity lines.
The contour lines represents 50%, 75%, and 90% of the data.

5.2. In-vivo parameter maps

We obtained the parameter maps by applying the MLPs to every brain voxel of a subject in the MGH
CDMD. Figure 9 demonstrate the evolution of a parameter map during the model training. The
improvement in estimation ability indicates the generalization of the MLPs to both the Synthetic
test set and the experimental data.

Figure 10 presents the estimated volume fractions. There are no significant differences between the
two sets of features. However, the mlp F2’s parameter maps are less clean than those from mlp F1.
This is because the MLPs, mlp F2 vol 19 and mlp F2 vol 49, that take the five markers as input
are trained with noiseless data. In addition, the computation of the five markers, especially the
coordinates of the inflection point, is sensitive to noise. Nonetheless, the five markers still manage
to give reasonable volume fraction estimations.

The maps of fsoma properly highlight the gray matter and the cerebral nuclei. In contrast, the
maps of fneurite are prominent in the white matter, especially the WM tracts located at the corpus
callosum, the corona radiata, and the brain stem. The parameter maps of fneurite are similar
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Figure 15: The voxelwise joint distribution of asoma and rsoma at two diffusion times. Left: simulation library
search. Middle: simulation library search. Right: SANDI library search. All brain white and gray matter voxels of
sub 002 are included. The x- and y-axes represent the estimated fractions at (δ/∆ = 8/19ms) and (δ/∆ = 8/49ms),
respectively. The black lines are the identity lines. The contour lines represents 50%, 75%, and 90% of the data.

between SANDI library search and simulation framework library search, except SANDI values are
slightly higher than the simulation framework.

Compared to SANDI, our new framework can be used to estimate other physically meaningful
morphological parameters. The soma area fraction is a new contrast obtained using the proposed
framework. The maps of asoma can also properly highlight the gray matter and the cerebral nuclei.
The two MLPs that take the 64 signals as input produce cleaner parameter maps. However, the
area fraction estimation is inconsistent between the two diffusion times. For example, the high
diffusion time map has higher fraction estimations in the gray matter than the low diffusion time
map. The moderate performance is also reflected by the low R2 scores in the Synthetic test set.
But the area fraction maps are satisfactory as a proof of concept to demonstrate the potential of
the proposed simulation framework for investigating new microstructure parameters.

The above results qualitatively demonstrate that the MLPs trained in the proposed simulation
framework can yield encouraging estimations. We further validate the parameter maps by investi-
gating the consistency across diffusion times.

5.3. Independence of diffusion time

Due to the lack of real-world ground truth, validating parameter maps remains largely qualitative.
Given this limitation, the community has begun to seek consistency across acquisition parameters,
sequences, and scanners [108–110], instead of qualitative visual assessment. In our case, we focus
on the dependence of the volume fractions on the two diffusion times. Indeed, microstructure
imaging aims to infer the objective tissue properties based on dMRI signals. If the estimated tissue
properties largely depend on the acquisition parameters, the estimation interpretation becomes
non-trivial.

Figure 10 demonstrates that the parameter maps given by the MLPs are mostly consistent between
the short and long diffusion times. For a more quantitative comparison, we plot the voxelwise joint
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distribution of the estimated soma and neurite volume fractions at the two diffusion times in fig. 13
and fig. 14. If the estimation is consistent, the scatter points should lie around the identity line.
It turns out that the estimated fneurite is mainly invariant to the change of diffusion time. The
soma volume fraction fsoma locates fairly near the identity line with a relatively broad variance. We
stress that the cell membrane permeability may not be ignored when td ≥ 20ms [111]. Nonetheless,
the MLPs can still give reasonable estimations at the long diffusion time, which suggests that the
exchange effect on volume fraction estimation is still minor when td ∼ 46 ms.

Interestingly, the SANDI model can also give consistent volume fractions estimations even though
it is believed to be inapplicable when td ≥ 20 ms. The consistency agrees with the performance of
SANDI in the Synthetic test set regarding volume fractions estimation. In addition, the distributions
of the volume fractions are quite similar between the SANDI library search and the simulation
framework library search (see fig. 13).

Recently, evidence from experiments and simulations shows that the stick power law is valid in WM
and GM [9, 26, 45, 89]. In gray matter, however, the aggregation of neurites and somas modifies the
concavity of the direction-averaged signals. Even though the stick power law is not observable in the
GM, the direction-averaged intra-neurite signals still follow the power law well, as demonstrated in
our previous work [46]. The consistency of the neurite volume fraction estimation further supports
the stick power law.

The advantage of the proposed supervised learning framework manifests itself by giving consistent
estimations for both neurite and soma volume fractions. It takes years for the community to reach
a consensus about the stick power law, while it only takes hundreds of epochs for a MLP to give a
similar neurite fraction estimation.

Finally, fig. 15b and fig. 15c show the diffusion time dependence of the simulation framework library
search and the SANDI library search in estimating rsoma. This means that the estimation of soma
radius needs to be improved in the future.

5.4. Limitations

The main limitation of the proposed method is the geometrical modeling capacity. To circumvent
the difficulty of neuron packing, we used a simplified brain voxel model by assuming that cell
membranes are impermeable and there is a free diffusion compartment. Therefore, the ECS model
is unrealistic, and the synthetic brain voxel signals may not be accurate at long diffusion time.

In addition, we did not include enough glia in the mesh database. Considering that there are the
same numbers of neurons and glia in the human brain [13], adding glia helps achieve a more realistic
brain voxel modeling.

Contrary to the biophysical models that could apply to a range of diffusion times, a MLP is for
a particular time profile only. If one wants to employ a new diffusion time, the dMRI simulations
must be rerun on all neurons. The simulations could be highly time-consuming if one adopts a
simulation method other than the numerical matrix formalism. Because the eigendecomposition
has already been obtained, the time overhead of computing new signals by the numerical matrix
formalism is minimal.
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5.5. Future perspectives

The proposed framework can readily help in many aspects of diffusion MRI. First, the Synthetic
dataset can be used to verify biophysical models. Second, we have over forty rotationally-invariant
microstructure parameters. This paper focuses only on the volume fractions, the area fractions,
and the soma radius. It is worth investigating other parameters. Third, we can explore ML models
other than MLPs. Fourth, the direction-averaged signals obtained with several acquisition protocols
(e.g., various diffusion times or different sequences) can be fed into a MLP together to achieve joint
estimation. This could help reduce indeterminacy. The MLP training is the same for diffusion-
encoding sequences other than PGSE. However, some biophysical models’ signal expressions are
derived only for PGSE sequences. If one adopts another type of sequence, it is necessary to re-
derive or revalidate the signal expressions. Fifth, the Synthetic dataset can help find other concise
signal features less sensitive to noise.

Four extensions to the framework are foreseeable. First of all, we could remove the impermeability
assumption. Agdestein et al. [53] have extended the numerical matrix formalism to include perme-
able compartments. We can solve the complete BT equation system, with permeable membranes
using numerical matrix formalism. Note that the computational optimization made in this paper
also applies to the permeable case. The main challenge is the ECS mesh generation. Second,
we could remove the assumption about homogeneous transverse relaxation and employ different
compartmental T2 values. The simulation with transverse relaxation is straightforward because
T2 relaxation just introduces some exponential multipliers to the computation. Third, we can
generate more cellular meshes for humans or other species based on myriad neurons stored in
NeuroMorpho.Org. Finally, the neuron meshes also contain orientation information. Estimating
orientation-dependent microstructure using the Synthetic dataset can also be expected. A fur-
ther potential application is diffusion-weighted MR spectroscopy, which estimates the diffusion of
metabolites. This has the advantage over regular diffusion-weighted MRI because these metabolites
are predominantly intra-cellular so one can safely ignore the ECS.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a novel framework leveraging a highly efficient simulator, modern computer graphics
algorithms, and supervised learning methods to infer the brain microstructure in-vivo using diffusion
MRI. The fundamental tools of the framework have been made publicly available. We demonstrated
that the framework helps approximate the underlying mappings from diffusion MRI signals to
several microstructure parameters. As proof of concept, we present how to estimate volume fractions
and area fractions using the direction-averaged signals or the five markers via training MLPs on
a synthetic dataset generated by the framework. Qualitatively, the MLPs can give promising
parametric maps. Quantitatively, the estimated volume fractions and area fractions are quite
robustly independent of the diffusion time. Although the obtained parameter maps still require
further validation, we believe the proposed framework can substantially help achieve quantitative
microstructure imaging and promote a broader adoption of diffusion MRI simulation.
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7. Appendix

7.1. Matrix formalism representation in FE basis

In this section, we briefly describe the matrix formalism (MF) representation of the magnetization
in a finite element (FE) basis for solving eq. (1).

7.1.1. Matrix formalism

Consider the eigenvalue problem for the Laplace operator ∇ · ∇ in the compartment Ωi (i ∈
{1, ..., N}) with zero Neumann boundary condition:

−∇ · ∇ψ(x) = λψ(x), x ∈ Ωi, (20)

∇ψ(x) · ni(x) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ωi, (21)

where λ is an eigenvalue of the Laplacian and ψ the corresponding eigenfunctions.

Let {(λj , ψj)}j∈N∗ be a set of solutions of eqs. (20) and (21). We sort the eigenvalues in non-
decreasing order:

0 = λ1 < λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ . . .

Since Ωi is a connected domain and subject to the zero Neumann boundary condition, λ1 is zero
and ψ1 is a constant function [112]. Besides, we only keep the J smallest eigenvalues for numerical
purposes.

We decompose the nonrelaxed magnetization φi (subject to unit initial conditions) in the truncated
Laplacian eigenbasis {ψj}j∈{1,...,J} to get

φi(x, t) ≃
J∑

j=1

cj(t)ψj(x) = C(t)TΨ(x), x ∈ Ωi, t ∈ [0, TE], (22)

where {cj}j∈{1,...,J} are complex-valued time-dependent coefficients, C(t) = [c1(t), ..., cJ(t)]
T is the

projection of the magnetization to the Laplacian eigenbasis Ψ(x) = [ψ1(x), ..., ψJ(x)]
T .

The magnetization projection satisfies an ordinary differential equation [52, 53]

d

dt
C(t) = −

(
DiΛ+ ȷγf(t)A(g)

)
C(t), t ∈ [0, TE]. (23)
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The matrix Λ comprises the eigenvalues in its diagonal, i.e., Λ = diag(λ1, ..., λJ). A(g) is a J × J
matrix that depends on the magnetic field gradient g. The elements in A(g) are defined as

[A(g)]mk =

∫
Ωi

x · gψm(x)ψk(x)dx, (m, k) ∈ {1, ..., J}2. (24)

The initial condition related to eq. (23) is

C(0) =

∫
Ωi

Ψ(x)dx = [
√
Vi, 0, ..., 0]

T . (25)

In general, Λ and A(g) do not commute, so one cannot integrate eq. (23) unless f(t) is a piecewise
constant function. One can approximate an arbitrary time profile by a series of piecewise constant
functions [50]. In our case, the time profile of PGSE is a piecewise constant function, so solving
eq. (23) does not require discretization in time. For the ease of notation, we define D = DiΛ and
G = γA(g). The projection at time TE is

C(TE) = e−(D−ȷG)δe−D(∆−δ)e−(D+ȷG)δC(0). (26)

Substituting eq. (26) into eq. (22), we find φi(x, TE), thus the solution of eq. (1) as well as the
signal attenuation Ei (eq. (6)).

7.1.2. Eigenfunctions in FE basis

The above matrix formalism of the magnetization depends on the known Laplacian eigenstates.
However, only simple geometries, such as disks and spheres, have explicit eigenfunctions. For
complex geometries, it is nearly impossible to find their analytical eigenfunctions. Li et al. [52, 53]
proposed a way to numerically compute the eigenstates for complex geometries to make the matrix
formalism useful for practical simulation. The idea is to discretize the complex geometries and
calculate the eigenstates in the FE basis.

It is worth stressing that, with the zero Neumann boundary conditions (eqs. (20) and (21)), the
Laplacian eigenstates depend only on geometries. For a tetrahedral volume mesh, the eigendecom-
position only needs to be done once. When the eigenstates are known, one can freely change the
diffusion coefficient and the magnetic field gradient (sequence, direction, and intensity) to compute
dMRI signals with minimal computational overhead.

7.2. Diffusion MRI simulation with numerical matrix formalism

The numerical matrix formalism is studied by Li et al. [52, 53] and implemented in the SpinDoctor
Toolbox [34]. This paper focuses on speeding it up and applying the method to neuron meshes to get
the dMRI signals. In this section, we first compare the numerical matrix formalism with the finite
element method (FEM) to validate the choice of two simulation parameters: spatial discretization
and spectrum truncation. Then we show the computational efficiency of the numerical matrix
formalism.
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7.2.1. Simulation accuracy

The precision of numerical matrix formalism depends on spatial discretization and spectrum trun-
cation. The SpinDoctor Toolbox calls Tetgen [85] to tetrahedralize a surface mesh. A discretization
parameter H controls the maximum volume of the tetrahedra. If one sets H to −1, the default
discretization routine4 of Tetgen is triggered. In this study, we use H = −1 for the numerical
matrix formalism.

The truncation of the Laplacian spectrum depends on the characteristic time scales (see in [52, 53])
of eigenvalues. We only keep the eigenstates that contribute significantly to the signals at the echo
time, i.e., τ/td ≫ 0. We retain the eigenvalues whose time scales are greater than 76 µs.

To validate the choice about H and τ , we compare the numerical matrix formalism with a FEM
simulator [34]. We made the following simulation choices for the FEM simulator: H = 0.5 µm3,
the relative error tolerance εrel = 10−5, and the absolute error tolerance εabs = 10−7. We refine
the neuron meshes by setting H to 0.5 µm3. A comparison between H = −1 and H = 0.5 µm2 is
given in fig. 16. We conduct the FEM simulation on the refined meshes to produce the reference
solution.

As for diffusion MRI protocol, the diffusion-encoding sequences are PGSE with δ/∆ = 8/19 and
8/49 ms. The gradient intensity is fixed to the maximum value used in MGH CDMD (290 mT/m)
because strong gradient typically suffers large numerical errors [46, 53]. Nine gradient directions are
evenly distributed in a semicircle and parameterized by an angle χ. We denote by SMF and SFEM

the dMRI signals simulated by the numerical matrix formalism and the finite element method,
respectively. Figure 16c gives the relative error in percent (|SMF − SFEM|/|SFEM| × 100%) at nine
directions for three randomly picked cells5. The relative errors are below 4%, which validates the
choices regarding H and τ for the numerical matrix formalism and the simulation accuracy.

7.2.2. Simulation efficiency

The computational efficiency is crucial for simulating over 1000 neuron meshes. To the best of
our knowledge, no other dMRI simulator can finish such a large number of calculations within a
reasonable time.

We optimized the eigendecomposition by introducing a shift-and-invert transformation to the matrix
eigenvalue problem. To compare the computational efficiency before and after the optimization, we
conduct the eigendecomposition for three spheres to find the first 1000 eigenvalues using the eigs
function [86, 113] implemented in Matlab R2021b. The computation is performed on a computer
with 20 physical cores (2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2660 v2 @ 2.20GHz), 256GB RAM, running
CentOS Stream release 8.

Table 3 lists the computation times before and after the optimization. The optimization achieved
a twenty-fold speedup. Moreover, the speedup does not degrade the computational accuracy. We
got the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A typical neuron mesh has around 80,000 FE nodes
and needs about 3,000 eigenvalues. After the optimization, the eigendecomposition for each neuron
takes less than 10 minutes.

4https://wias-berlin.de/software/tetgen/1.5/doc/manual/manual005.html#cmd-q
5The IDs of the three cells in NeuroMorpho.Org are NMO 01042, NMO 85592, and NMO 85632.
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Figure 16: Simulation accuracy of the numerical matrix formalism. (a) a tetrahedral mesh for the numerical matrix
formalism. The default discretization routine of Tetgen generates the tetrahedra. Some parts of the mesh are made
transparent to show the internal meshing. (b) the refined tetrahedral mesh for the FEM simulator. The maximum
volume of tetrahedra is 0.5 µm3. Some parts of the mesh are made transparent to show the mesh refinement. (c)
the relative errors of the numerical matrix formalism for three randomly picked cells with two diffusion times. The
gradient intensity is fixed to 290 mT/m. In NeuroMorpho.Org, the IDs of the three cells are NMO 01042 (cell1),
NMO 85592 (cell2), and NMO 85632 (cell3). The meshes in (a) and (b) correspond to cell2. When H = −1, the
numbers of FE nodes of the three cells are 32294, 48551, and 79992, respectively. When H = 0.5 µm3, the numbers
of FE nodes are 109660, 80940, and 163905, respectively. The FEM simulations are conducted on the refined meshes
to give the reference solution SFEM. The relative errors in percent are |SMF − SFEM|/|SFEM| × 100%.

sphere radius 5 µm 10 µm 20 µm

number of FE nodes 5222 18981 80191
before optimization 51.48 s 665.49 s 12944.36 s
after optimization 10.93 s 47.86 s 431.97 s

speedup 4.71 13.90 29.97

Table 3: Computation times of eigendecomposition for three spheres. The optimization achieved a twenty-fold
speedup.

Another time-consuming step is to calculate the magnetization projection, i.e., C(TE) in eq. (26).
The previous implementation utilizes Matlab’s built-in function expm running on CPUs. We replace
expm by a GPU-version of expmv [87]. We compare the computational efficiency of these two
implementations by conducting simulations on ten neuron meshes. The numbers of FE nodes of
the meshes range from 30,000 to 150,000. For each cell, we compute the magnetization projection
using PGSE sequences with two diffusion times, fifty gradient intensities ranging from 0.5 to 1000
mT/m, and ten gradient directions.

We run the previous implementation (“CPU+expm”) on a computer with 64 physical cores (AMD
EPYC 7742 64-Core Processor), 512GB RAM, running CentOS Stream release 8. The new imple-
mentation (“GPU+expmv”) is performed on a computer with 20 physical cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Silver 4214R CPU @ 2.40GHz), 384GB RAM, one Nvidia A40 48G graphics card, using CUDA
11.7, running CentOS Stream release 8.

Figure 17 shows the overall computation time for evaluating eq. (26) for each neuron mesh as a
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function of its FE node number. The combination of the expmv and the GPU computation brings
a ten-fold speedup. Additionally, the new implementation does not reduce the computational
accuracy.
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Figure 17: Overall computation time for evaluating eq. (26) with two diffusion times, fifty gradient intensities ranging
from 0.5 to 1000 mT/m, and ten gradient directions. The x-axis represents the number of FE nodes. The y-axis in
the logarithmic scale shows the computation times. The blue line with circular markers corresponds to the previous
implementation that runs Matlab’s built-in function expm on CPUs. The orange dashed line with dot markers
corresponds to the new implementation with a GPU-version of expmv function. The combination of the expmv and
the GPU computation brings a ten-fold speedup.

The generation of 1213 neuron meshes and the dMRI simulations took less than one month in
total. It is worth emphasizing that the mesh generation and the eigendecomposition only need to
be performed once. Next time if we want to change the magnetic field gradient G or the diffusivity,
at least half of the time can be saved. The optimization we explained previously helps accelerate
the numerical matrix formalism, making large-scale simulation practical.

7.3. MLP Hyperparameter tuning

We employ four-layer MLPs in this paper. Even though the MLP structure is simple, they still
have several hyperparameters, namely, the size of the input layer n, the first hidden layer n1, and
the second hidden layer n2. To determine the hyperparameters, we split out 20% of the training set
Ttrain as the validation set T ′

v . The remaining eighty percent constitute the new training set T ′
train.

We compute the validation error using L1-loss on T ′
v , similarly to eq. (18).

There are two sets of features: direction-averaged signals F1 and the five markers F2. When the
input is F1, the hyperparameters are the size of the input layer, the first hidden layer, and the
second hidden layer. We denote them by (n, n1, n2). With F2 as input, the size of the input layer
is 5. In this case, the hyperparameters are n1 and n2. We test the following hyperparameters

1. F1 as input: (n, n1, n2) = (16, 16, 8), (16, 32, 16), (32, 32, 16), (32, 64, 32), (64, 64, 32), or
(64, 128, 64);

2. F2 as input: (n1, n2) = (10, 5), (10, 10), (20, 10), (20, 20), (30, 15), or (30, 30).
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We have two sets of output, i.e., volume fractions and area fractions. The four combinations of the
input and output (I/O combinations) are listed in section 3.3. Moreover, the two diffusion times
are analyzed separately. In total, we trained forty-eight MLPs6 to find optimal hyperparameters.
Figure 18 demonstrates the final validation errors of the MLPs. We see that a more complex network
structure usually has better performance. Hence, the selected hyperparameters are (64, 128, 64) for
direction-averaged signals and (30, 30) for the five markers.
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Figure 18: The validation errors for tuning hyperparameters. A blue circle corresponds to a MLP for the short
diffusion time. An orange square is for the long diffusion time. The labels of the x-axis are the hyperparameters.
The selected hyperparameters are in bold. (a) the validation errors of twelve MLPs whose hyperparameters are shown
on the x-axis. The MLPs predict the volume fractions using the direction-averaged signals. (b) the validation errors
of MLPs for predicting volume fractions using the five markers. (c) the validation errors of MLPs for predicting area
fractions using the direction-averaged signals. (d) the validation errors of MLPs for area fraction estimation using
the five markers.

With the chosen hyperparameters, we can now re-train MLPs on the entire training set Ttrain
following the procedure described in section 3.3. In the next section, we assess the final performance
of each MLP in the holdout test set Ttest.

7.4. Results of in-vivo parameters estimation using 8 direction-averaged signals

In figures 19-22 we show the analogous parameter maps and joint distributions for the SANDI
library search and the simulation framework library search, where we used directly the 8 experi-
mental direction-averaged signals from the MGH CDMD instead of interpolating to 64 signals. The

62 diffusion times × 4 combinations of input and output × 6 combinations of hyperparameters
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simulation framework library search using the 8 experimental direction-averaged signals yields the
same results as using 64 interpolated signals for both diffusion times. The results from SANDI using
the 8 experimental signals are similar to using 64 interpolated signals at the shorter diffusion time,
however, at the longer diffusion time, using 8 experimental signals gives a higher ffree compared to
using 64 interpolated signals.
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Figure 19: The comparison of volume fractions. The first column is for soma volume fraction fsoma , the second for
neurite, and the third for free. Two rows, (a) and (c), are for the short diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/19 ms). (b) and
(d) are for the long diffusion time (δ/∆ = 8/49 ms). (a) (b), (c), and (d), are obtained by respectively applying
Sim Lib Search 19, Sim Lib Search 49, SANDI 19, and SANDI 49, to the experimental data from sub 002. Obtained
from using directly the 8 experimental direction-averaged signals from the MGH CDMD instead of interpolating to
64 direction-averaged signals.
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Figure 21: The voxelwise joint distribution of estimated fractions at two diffusion times. All brain white and gray
matter voxels of sub 002 are included. The x- and y-axes represent the estimated fractions at δ/∆ = 8/19 ms and
δ/∆ = 8/49 ms, respectively. The black lines are the identity lines. From the inner to outer, the contour lines
represents 50%, 75% and 90% of the probability mass will lie below. Obtained from using directly the 8 experimental
direction-averaged signals from the MGH CDMD instead of interpolating to 64 direction-averaged signals.
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Figure 22: The voxelwise joint distribution of estimated effective soma radius at two diffusion times. All brain white
and gray matter voxels of sub 002 are included. The x- and y-axes represent the estimated effective soma radius at
δ/∆ = 8/19 ms and δ/∆ = 8/49 ms, respectively. The black lines are the identity lines. From the inner to outer, the
contour lines represents 50%, 75% and 90% of the probability mass will lie below. (a) the distribution of soma area
fraction estimated by Sim Lib Search 19 and Sim Lib Search 49. (b) the distribution of the effective soma radius
estimated by Sim Lib Search 19 and Sim Lib Search 49. (c)the distribution of the effective soma radius estimated
by the SANDI model at the two diffusion. Obtained from using directly the 8 experimental direction-averaged signals
from the MGH CDMD instead of interpolating to 64 direction-averaged signals.
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